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Overview

• Overview of the CORFU project
• Flood hazard modelling 
• Flood Impact Assessment

– Direct tangible damage
– Health impact assessment
– Transport disruption

• Adaptation
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The CORFU project

• Collaborative Research on Flood Resilience in Urban Areas
• Funded by the European Commission through Framework 

Programme 7, Grant Number 244047
• Four-year project, finishing in summer 2014
• Europe-Asia angle
• €3.5m budget
• www.corfu7.eu

Project aims

• Facilitate learning between Europe and Asia
– Two-way process
– Collaborative research
– Improved mutual understanding 

• Help create flood resilient cities
– Better planning
– Reduction of impacts

• Saving lives
• Minimizing  losses 
• Preserving infrastructure

– Faster recovery
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Case study cities

Barcelona Beijing Dhaka

Hamburg Mumbai Nice

TaipeiSongdoSeoul

Project framework
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Population growth & urbanisation

Beijing Seoul

MumbaiDhaka
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Dhaka

Models based on:
satellite images
land use
DTM
thematic maps
distance relations

Mumbai

Dhaka Beijing

Seoul
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Changes to land-cover and imperviousness

12

Flood Hazard Assessment
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Mediterranean sea

Collserola mountain

Runoff preferred direction

Steep gradients

Barcelona case study

 Type of model: Detailed 1D/2D coupled model (1D for 
sewer flow and 2D for overland flow) developed using 
Infoworks ICM

 Analyzed domain: 5 catchments (aprox. 44 Km2 
involved)

 Main characteristics of the model: 241 Km of pipes, 
3286 manholes, 38 sluice (fixed and variable), 27 weirs, 
3 flap valves, 6 storage tanks with a total capacity of 
170,000 m3

 Innovations of the model: 
 Introduction of main and secondary network and 

micro-catchment definition in critical areas;
 DTM with a resolution of 1m2 and a precision of 15 

cm in terms of ground level;
 2D domain formed by streets, squares, and parks 

(terraces and roofs were directly connected to the 
network) with more than 400,000 triangular cells
where rainfall can fall directly;

 338 permeable areas inside the 2D domain. 

Detailed 1D/2D coupled model
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Validation of surface flow
 Comparison between flow depths provided by model simulations and youtube video recorded during 

the event of 30/07/2011

0.4 m

Results of surface flow validation

Analysis of the results
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Flood Impact Assessment

Flood impact typology

Tangible Intangible

Direct • Physical damage to assets
• Buildings
• Contents
• Infrastructure

• Loss of life
• Injuries
• Diseases
• Loss of ecological goods

Indirect • Loss of industrial 
production
• Traffic disruption

• Inconvenience of post-
flood recovery
• Increased vulnerability of 
population
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Direct tangible flood damage 
assessment

Damage (£)

Flood 
characteristics

Damage 
functions

Building, 
infrastructure 
or land‐use 
information

Flood damage assessment tool

• Developed to work in 
ArcGIS

• Interacts with data via 
Python Scripts, using in-
built geoprocessing
functions and 
executables

• This ensures algorithms 
are transferable

• Single step functionality
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Data: depth damage curves
Calibration of the curves has been
finalized, using:
• Surveys of the event occurred

in 30/07/2011 to validate some
qualitative features of the
curves

• Actual damage data from the
Spanish re-assurance (CCS) has 
been collected to undertake a 
spatial and quanititive
validation

Buildings

Contents

Results
Flood maps 
• With return periods of 1 year, 10 years and 100 years
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Results
Damage maps

Dhaka 
• General Characteristics

– Capital of Bangladesh
– Population: 12 million
– Area: 300-400 sqkm
– Density: 40,000 - 80,000 sqkm
– Carries one third of country’s 

GDP
– Very flat topography
– Surrounded by rivers
– Experiences 1800 mm rainfall 

during monsoon
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25

Damage to buildings in mega cities

Indirect tangible damage –
Flood impacts on traffic

2004.7.10

Lianhuaqiao Bridge

2011.6.23 

Xingxing Bridge2007.8.1 Anhua Bridge
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Flood information from 
hydraulic model

Traffic impact assessment

Combined with traffic 
simulator

Comparison between
normal and flooded
situation

Traffic impact assessment
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Assessment of health impacts

• Combined Sewer Overflows to urban surface
• 2D simulation of mixing and transport of pollutants
• Model calibration based on measurements taken in Dhaka in 2013
• Exposure: pathogens concentrations + population data
• Dose/response relationships for different social categories

• Children in slum areas
• Adults in middle-class areas

• Probability of infection
• Numbers of sick people
• Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs)

30

Assessment of health impacts
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Flood hazard assessment 
for pedestrian circulation

 Flood hazard assessment was carried out for the Raval district according to specific criteria achieved 
for flooded streets during heavy storm events

 High hazard conditions were defined for velocities above 1.88 m/s and flow depths above 10 cm, 
while for moderate hazard, 1.5 m/s and 6 cm were considered as thresholds.

Hazard level Flow cond itions 
 (fo r flow  depths between 9 and 16  cm )

High v  1.88  m /s
M oderate 1.51    v  < 1.88  m /s

Low v < 1.51

Baseline scenario

 Flood hazard maps for synthetic design storms (T1, T10, T100)

Flood hazard assessment 
for pedestrian circulation
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Project framework

Adaptation strategies
• Adaptation strategies will be implemented to cope with

the impacts of climate change
– Adaptation 1: Non-structural

• Affecting the damage curves or land-use situation
– Adaptation 2: SUDS and green roofs
– Adaptation 3: Structural

• Affecting the drainage network
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Results

Cost benefit analysis
• In order to be able to compare costs and benefits of the adaptation 

measures, the CBA is based on the Total Present Values (DR = 4%)
– EAD is used to express the annual benefits
– Total cost of adaptation is annualized through its useful life 

Expected Annual Damage

Workshops
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Concluding remarks

• Details of implementation in case studies depended on:
– Data quality, dominant drivers, models, critical impacts

• Research is applicable beyond case study cities
• Work is being summarised and completed by August 2014

Thank you

m.j.hammond@exeter.ac.uk


